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	Recent News
	

OMIA information enhances comparative medical genomics:

A paper just published by human geneticists in Toronto, Canada, led by Greg Costain has shown that pathogenic missense variants in OMIA provide useful indications of the likely pathogenicity of comparable human variants (same gene, same peptide residue). The authors conclude: “These results provide further support for comparative medical genomics approaches that connect big data initiatives in human and veterinary genetics.”

 




HAPPY MENDEL DAY:

Today we celebrate the anniversary of Mendel completing the reading of his paper to the Natural Science Society in Brno in 1865. OMIA has assembled information on the Pioneers of Mendelian Inheritance in Animals, viewable under the OMIA PMIA tab. [Posted 8 March 2024]
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Welcome to OMIA

 

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Animals (OMIA) is a catalogue/compendium of inherited disorders, other (single-locus) traits, and associated genes and variants in 527 animal species (other than human and mouse and rats and zebrafish and western clawed frog, which have their own resources) co-authored by curator Associate Professor Imke Tammen and founder Professor Frank Nicholas of the University of Sydney, Australia, with help from many people over the years. OMIA information is stored in a database that contains textual information and references, as well as links to relevant PubMed and Gene records at the NCBI, to OMIM, Ensembl, Mondo Disease Ontology and the Vertebrate Breed Ontology (VBO).

OMIA is manually curated by a team of specialists. If you see an error or wish to submit an entry, please contact us.

To join the OMIA Support Group, register at OMIA Support Group.

From 1st September 2011, the OMIA ID is binomial. To better conform to global standards, in March 2023 the binomial format was changed slightly by replacing a space with a colon, i.e. OMIA:xxxxxx-yyyy.., where xxxxxx is the 6-digit number for a trait/disorder, and yyyy.. is the NCBI species taxonomy id (usually four digits, but sometimes longer).



OMIA has been a free internet resource for over 25 years, with much of
the crucial curation work done on a volunteer basis.
Please consider donating
to help pay for maintenance, upgrades and curation time.






We have recently launched the
Pioneers of Mendelian Inheritance in Animals project (PMIA),
an exploration of the history of research into Mendelian inheritance in animals.




Summary


		dog	taurine cattle	cat	pig	sheep	horse	chicken	rabbit	goat	Other	Total
	
Traits (phenes)

	All traits: disease and non-disease	937	682	435	387	320	290	257	138	126	1468	5040
	All Mendelian traits: disease and non-disease	425	307	143	140	126	62	137	79	26	479	1924
	with at least one known likely causal variant	347	207	112	67	62	46	57	23	17	250	1188
	Mendelian diseases	386	269	115	110	90	44	98	62	12	205	1391
	with at least one known likely causal variant	321	188	92	52	44	32	34	16	8	83	870
	Potential models for human disease	601	342	274	214	137	157	88	80	58	775	2726
	
Variants (mutations)

	All known likely causal variants for all Mendelian traits: disease and non-disease	524	271	190	67	89	104	72	20	21	216	1574
	All known likely causal variants for Mendelian diseases	479	244	143	50	50	43	39	10	9	69	1136



Collaborators
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